
Home Learning for Thursday 21/1/21 

Maths    

https://www.loom.com/share/bbec03c609454b279d76e16a30bca423 

Remember: < means is less than      > means is greater than     So we can say 5 < 10 and 10 > 5 

Watch this video on equivalent fractions: https://vimeo.com/498327458   

Don’t worry when the video asks you about worksheet questions – ignore that bit, just carry on 

watching. 

Now have a go at answering the questions on the Equivalent Fractions sheet.  Question 1 asks you to 

shade the fractions.  Don’t worry if you don’t have that capability; instead, have a discussion with an 

adult about which ones you’d shade.  

 

English 

https://www.loom.com/share/2ad0bd6e5d46476285a622a4d2f936c5 

You have now watched four of the Benjamin Zephaniah reading comprehension videos. 

This is the last one which is basically a recap of what you’ve seen already.  Send to Class Dojo a 

photo of your recipe poem once you are finished and happy with it.  Remember, you are writing as if 

it is a recipe (e.g. pour, stir, add, blend, etc.). 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-write-my-own-recipe-poem-6dgk6c  

One or two of you slightly jumped the gun last week, so if you have written your poem already and 

would like a further challenge…do the History Home Learning I’ve set and then write a recipe poem 

for a Viking warrior. 

 

History: Viking Warriors and Weapons 

https://www.loom.com/share/d32227dcbb644b2290141f6400169f1c 

Read the sheet ‘Viking Warriors’. 

Now watch this:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWXrCOkxh_Q 

Task:  

1) Create an advert.  You are selling a Viking weapon to a Viking warrior. 

2) The weapon you are advertising is one you’ve selected from the video.  It might be a Seax, 

Hand Axe, Mace or even a helmet, etc. 

3) Your advert should include persuasive language. Remember, your purpose is to sell. 

4) Send a positive message about the weapon to the warrior. 

5) It should appeal to the customer’s personality. 

You can make a video of the advert, but I know a number of you have had problems sending 

videos to me.  Remember, your customer is a Viking warrior.    
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